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  Time can evaporate emotions - unless you happen to make songs out of your life's 

experiences or out of the lives you encounter while wandering around the world. I didn't learn 

music in school but I studied words enough to tell a story or two. I played on the streets of 

many cities for seven years, even crossing the Atlantic Ocean several times, bashing out cover 

tunes in between time spent writing my own songs. I was bound to end up in a recording 

studio sooner or later.    

  I passed out cassettes at my first SXSW in Austin back in the mid-nineties. One of them 

ended up in the hands of Brad Jones who invited me to Nashville to make my first record with 

a Columbus, Ohio based band called Haynes Boys. When that rowdy chapter closed I 

returned to Tennessee to record with Brad (and Robin Eaton), who produced SPECIAL 20 

and that became a calling card of sorts. Shortly thereafter I signed with EMI Music 

Publishing, which lead to a record deal at New West and I found myself in Chicago working 

with producer Joe Chiccarelli on THE TRUTH ABOUT US, which brought me to Alaska 

simply because of the vintage Alaskan tee-shirt I was wearing on the album cover. L.A. living 

and the recording of BREAK YOUR MOTHER'S HEART was next and then a few years of 

unwinding in the High Mojave Desert which led to the making of AMMUNITION before I 

returned to Nashville to record PORCUPINE and BEAT THE BAND. The last album this 

collection borrows from is the self-produced SINCE 1966 / VOLUME 1, which was made 

mostly by the campfire in my old front yard in Joshua Tree.   

  Hearing these tunes, written over several years time, brings me back to the mindset of a 

wandering and stubborn young man who grows up bit by bit. I can conjure him at any 

moment, and will do so on stage from time to time, but prefer to move forward in this world 

of a thousand directions. I like my rock and roll to have a little porch-party in it and I like my 

folk music to have some distortion.  That's been a constant in all of my records. I am grateful 

that I get to make them with such amazing artists and friends.   

  If you hear a story or a lyric that rings true or makes you happy or sad, I'm glad I got the job 

done for you. My revolution was recorded. Thanks for listening. 

   

Travel on ... 

 

Tim Easton                  

Nashville, TN        
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